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Abstract. Development of information technology for monitoring tasks solution in the foundry industry based on an 

inductive approach is shown. The technology is designed to solve the problem of searching dependence of the casting 

quality on its speed and cooling mode as well as select in the process of experimentation the best casting, by comparing 

it with a standard cooling curve. 
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9 Introduction 
 

The purpose of this operation is development of an information technology for the decision of tasks of 

monitoring in foundry production which is aimed at improvement of quality of the final product. Depending on 

composition of casting, the modes and speed of its cooling, the sequence of adding of the necessary components in alloy 

it is possible to receive the final product of any quality. Quality of a product is estimated by the expert by means of 

different express-analyzes. Improvement of quality of castings is the principal job of foundry production which will 

influence not only mass purchase of products of casting, and also will provide economic stability and overall 

performance of the enterprises. Foundry production considerably defines economic development of the country in 

general.  

Unfortunately for today's time foundry production in Ukraine falls into decay because of absence of financing, 

high cost of raw materials which is ordered more often behind a cord than get in the middle of the country. Absence of 

the necessary equipment,  is computer technique and the necessary software products on productions doesn't give the 

chance to our founders to compete with oversea vendors. Unfortunately on today's time a casting production in Ukraine 

falls into a decay on reason  absences of financing, by costliness of raw material which is more frequent ordered abroad 

what obtain in the middle of country. Absence of necessary equipment, a computer technique and necessary software 

products on productions is not given by possibility to compete our foundry hands with oversea producers.   

Use of computer technologies for data analysis and simulation of processes in foundry production will be 

essential to facilitate process of receiving casting (from his fusion to complete consolidation), will decrease appearance 

of defective details on a production, the same a requirement will disappear in processing of wares, and the process of 

outpouring will become more economic advantageous and cheap.   

Thus the task of construction of computer technology is in-process put with a comfortable, clear for an user 

interface for the decision of tasks of the optimum mode selection of cooling for the receipt of founding of the set 

quality, and also search from the set base of information for founding of unknown fusion of the nearest to him standard 

by comparing of curve of his cooling to the standards of this base for the estimation of his chemical composition. 

Problem of upgrading casting products to the international standards and expansion of markets of its sale as in 

the middle of country so in the world remains relevant. In spite of variety of developed software for a casting 

production, there is a requirement in development comfortable in the use and main accessible on a cost product.  
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2 Problem statement  

Foundry production call processes of receiving shaped products (castings) by a flood of molten metal or plastic 

in the empty form which reproduces the form and the sizes of future detail. After metal hardening in shape receive 

casting or a detail which give in then to machining (abrasion) and are used in different spheres. Castings widely apply in 

mechanical engineering, metallurgy, construction and other [1]. Depending on the mode of cooling of casting it is 

possible to receive the final product of different necessary quality [2]. Quality of such product is estimated by the expert 

by means of different express-analyzes. For example, finite casting shall have dispersible compact-grained structure. 

Requirements to the final product can be set or the customer, or are defined according to data which are set in bases 

which contain the international quality standards for each type of a product.  

In spite of the fact that many software products [3-5] which meet requirements of workers in branch of foundry 

production, the task of creation convenient in use, and, above all a product, available at cost, are at the moment 

developed, remains urgent. We will direct the review of the existing software products, their features and the functional 

capabilities (Tab. 1) below. 

Tabl.1 

Opportunities and shortcomings of the existing software 

 

№  Name of product Possibilities Failings 

1 SolidCast  

Developer: Finite 

Solutions Inc., USA 

 

1. Metal filling (fast and normal) 

2. Metal hardening: placement of 

thermal nodes and shrinkable defects 

3. Automatic optimization of LPS 

 

 

1. Inconvenient interface; there is a 

possibility of the translation of "Menu" into 

Russian. 

2. Inconvenient output of results of 

calculations for the visual analysis; 

3. There is no domestic database with 

materials and alloys; 

4. In the database of properties, there are 

constant values on all interval of 

temperatures; 

5. Long-time computer calculation  

6. Problems with STL import 

 
2 Magmasoft 

Developer: 

 Magma GMBH 

(Aachen, Germany) 

 

Magmasoft models the forms completed 

with metal, crystallization, calculation 

of tension and deformation, structure, 

distribution of a perlite and ferrite, and 

it is a lot of other useful opportunities. 

The program recognizes the following 

types of casting in case of simulation. In 

basic MAGMASOFT standard option 

allows to model casting in sandy – clay 

forms and in the chill mold. For 

simulation of other types of casting it is 

necessary to buy additional modules. 

1. High cost  

2. Very heavy for understanding interface 

without support of Russian 

3. Absence of the Ukrainian (domestic) 

database of metals and alloys; 

4. Big hour costs of introductions this. 

 

 

3 CASTCAE 

Developer: CT-

Castech Inc. Oy, 

Espoo (Finland) 

 

Casting under high pressure;  

2. Casting under low pressure;  

3. Casting on the melted models; 

4. Casting in the chill mold; 

5. Casting in the sandy form;  

CASTCAE is a program of initial level. 

It is possible to use this program for casting 

not of difficult castings. In recent years has 

no information on an output of new versions 

of this program. 

 

4 JSCast 

Developer: Osaka, 

Japan. 

 

1. Casting on the melted models;  

2. Casting in the chill mold; 

3. Casting in the sandy form; 

4. Casting under high pressure; 

5. Metal filling; 

6. Metal hardening: placement of 

thermal nodes and shrinkable defects.  

 1. Small choice of opportunities of the 

program; 

2. Absence of the Ukrainian (domestic) 

database of metals and alloys. 
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5 AnyCasting 

Developer: AnyCasting 

Co., LTD (Korea) 

 

The program simulates:  

Metal filling; 

Metal hardening: placement of thermal 

nodes and defects 

Tension; Structure;  

In case of simulation the program 

distinguishes the following types of 

casting:  

Casting on vacuum plate form; 

On the melted models; 

Casting in the chill mold; 

Casting in the sandy form; 

Casting under low pressure; 

Casting under high pressure;  

There is no Russian interface (translation); 

Absence of the Ukrainian (domestic) 

database of metals and alloys. 

 

 

The carried-out review showed that a row of software products is developed for the solution of the main 

problems which arise in the course of production of castings, but use of these products is impossible in connection with 

high technical requirements to the computer equipment, the high cost of these software products and absence of the 

domestic database of metals and alloys. Therefore at Institute of metals and alloys there was a need of developing 

convenient in use and a software product, available at the price, for the decision of tasks of data analysis and simulation. 

3 Technology of data analysis and simulation of processes in foundry production 

Constant observation or monitoring in the course of foundry production will give the chance to founders to 

control process of formation of casting for preventing of formation of low-quality products. 

In general monitoring is a procedure of execution of the current observation, monitoring, estimation, the analysis 

and prediction of processes [6]. In foundry production it is possible to define such tasks of monitoring: 

 collection of the experimental data and observation (monitoring) over casting process; 

 estimation of a current status of process of casting; 

 the analysis of temperature dependences of cooling of a melt in the course of casting; 

 express forecast of quality of casting; 

 display of results of monitoring. 

In technology which is developed, planned the decision all five tasks of monitoring [7-9].  

Unit 1.  Receipt of founding. This block characterizes the stages of process of casting, from preparation of alloy 

to the receipt of founding. Authors do not decide a task on these stages, but this block is included for possibility of 

interference with the process of cooling of founding and correction of chemical composition of founding. Quality of the 

got founding is estimated an expert and founding of incongruous quality can be again molten.  

Unit 2. Data handling and simulation. In this unit such tasks are decoupled. 

The formalizations this about the cooling modes. It is applied when it is necessary to transfer the description of 

the mode to the digital form. For example, the mode is described so: "vibration during 20 min + 5 min. evacuation". 

Variable value "vibration" will be 20, the evacuations variable - 5.  

Previous processing of selection this. The experimental data can be processed, for example normed or scaled if 

there are passes they can be renewed, or by means of correlation analysis variables which have the greatest value of the 

module of coefficient of conjugate correlation of a variable with the initial value can be selected. 

Creation of process models of cooling on the basis of GMDH. Models behind a combinatorial algorithm of 

MGUA are built, using external criteria of accuracy.  

Assessment behind the given criteria of accuracy and adequacy of model. Quality of the received model can be 

estimated on selection which wasn't used in case of simulation – examination selection. 

Visualization of results. Results are brought in the form of diagrams and models out of the accounting of their 

accuracy. 
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Application. By means of technology which is developed the search of temperature dependence of cooling of 

cylinder casting from Sch20 task cast iron task in a sandy casting mold is solved from the parameters of the mode of its 

cooling for the subsequent optimization of this mode. The models of dependence of the cooling temperature on its time 

for different cooling modes have been constructed [9]. 

The technology which is developed contains such main units. On Fig. 1 it is shows the flowchart of technology 

which is developed. 

Block 1. Receipt of founding. This block characterizes the stages of process of casting, from preparation of alloy 

to the receipt of founding. Authors do not decide a task on these stages, but this block is included for possibility of 

interference with the process of cooling of founding and correction of chemical composition of founding. Quality of the 

got founding is estimated an expert and founding of incongruous quality can be again molten.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Diagram of technology of the decision of tasks of monitoring of processes of foundry production 
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Intended for the grant of recommendations specialists in industry of casting production in relation to the analysis 

of present raw material, having a special purpose selection of constituents of founding, and also support of making a 

decision at the choice of the modes of cooling with the purpose of receipt of founding of the set quality.  

The technology is developed on the basis of MS Excel as a part of three main subsystems for:  

1) target to a p_dbor of components of casting;  

2) the analysis of the available raw materials and recommendations concerning its application; 

3) supports of a choice of the mode of cooling. Creation of the domestic database of metals and alloys is planned. 

Technology is developed on a base MS Excel in composition three basic subsystems for:  

1) having a special purpose selection of constituents of founding;  

2) analysis of present raw material and recommendations in relation to its application; 

3) supports of choice of the cooling mode. Creation of domestic base of these metals and alloys is planned.  

4 Conclusion 

Having carried out the review of the existing software it is possible to draw the following conclusions:  

1. All programs are very expensive, besides each of programs needs constant addition by additional components, 

continuous updating of the old version of the program.  

2. Programs are developed by foreign experts therefore they are written in language of the developer that not 

always understood to our Ukrainian expert, and also have the difficult interface therefore require clarification and detail 

to instructing.  

3. Considering that at many domestic enterprises rather decayed equipment is installed (computers, instruments 

for measurements) which requires or completely up-dating of operating systems, video cards, or generally complete 

changeover of the old equipment, on new therefore there are a lot of software developed on improved the computer 

can't be used on domestic.  

4. Above and above the considered means use a method of finite differences therefore in castings of responsible 

assignment such programs aren't suitable for elimination of shrinkable porosity because the applied mathematical 

method badly works in case of thin-walled castings when thickness of walls becomes comparable with slot pitch. 

5. Also a lack of the existing programs is absence of the domestic database of metals and alloys, and it in turn 

complicates operation of the founder. 
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